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Here, we investigate the role of sensory feedback in gait generation and transition by using
a three-dimensional, neuro-musculo-mechanical model of a salamander with realistic phys-
ical parameters. Activation of limb and axial muscles were driven by neural output patterns
obtained from a central pattern generator (CPG) which is composed of simulated spiking
neurons with adaptation. The CPG consists of a body-CPG and four limb-CPGs that are
interconnected via synapses both ipsilaterally and contralaterally. We use the model both
with and without sensory modulation and four different combinations of ipsilateral and
contralateral coupling between the limb-CPGs. We found that the proprioceptive sensory
inputs are essential in obtaining a coordinated lateral sequence walking gait (walking).The
sensory feedback includes the signals coming from the stretch receptor like intraspinal
neurons located in the girdle regions and the limb stretch receptors residing in the hip and
scapula regions of the salamander. On the other hand, walking trot gait (trotting) is more
under central (CPG) influence compared to that of the peripheral or sensory feedback.
We found that the gait transition from walking to trotting can be induced by increased
activity of the descending drive coming from the mesencephalic locomotor region and
is helped by the sensory inputs at the hip and scapula regions detecting the late stance
phase. More neurophysiological experiments are required to identify the precise type of
mechanoreceptors in the salamander and the neural mechanisms mediating the sensory
modulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Locomotion is an integral part of a whole range of animal behav-
iors such as searching for food or a place to rest but also for escaping
predators or other life threatening situations. For legged locomo-
tion, it is important to use the limbs in a coordinated and efficient
manner, adapted to the speed and the environment so that the ani-
mal uses energy efficiently and maintains stability (Orlovsky et al.,
1999). Rhythmic body or axial movements contribute strongly to
the phase shift between movements of the four limbs (i.e., to gait)
of a quadruped. Here we use overground stepping of the sala-
mander, an amphibian with a sprawling posture and lateral axial
movements (instead of sagittal movements for mammals), since
the walking footfall pattern is associated with traveling waves and
the trotting one with standing waves (Daan and Belterman, 1968;
Harischandra et al., 2010). At low speeds, salamanders adopt the
lateral sequence walking gait, where roughly one limb at a time
is in swing phase and the first foot to fall after a given hindfoot
is the forefoot on the same side of the body and the footfalls
of a diagonal limb pair are closely spaced in time. When the

speed of locomotion increases they generally switch to the walking
trot gait (Hildebrand, 1976). We will refer to these two gaits as
walking and trotting respectively. During trotting, opposite limbs
are out of phase, while diagonal limbs are in phase. Therefore a
symmetry can be seen along the body axis and the body makes
S-shaped standing waves coordinated with the movements of the
limbs (Hildebrand, 1976; Frolich and Biewener, 1992; Ashley-Ross,
1994a). This coordination is such that it allows the salamander
to increase its stride length utilizing its sprawling posture (Roos,
1964; Daan and Belterman, 1968). Even though these gait patterns
have been well characterized and observed in intact salamanders,
underlying mechanisms behind gait generation and transitions are
still not properly understood.

Most of the neurophysiological studies on locomotion in sala-
manders have focused on generation and transition of locomotor
modes (basically swimming and forward trotting) via neural cen-
ters in the brain stem and spinal neural circuitry which includes
central pattern generators (CPGs; Ashley-Ross, 1994a; Cabelguen
et al., 2003; Ashley-Ross et al., 2009). Even though tonic and phasic
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mechano-sensory inputs play a major role in modulating the activ-
ity generated in the spinal locomotor networks, few studies have
addressed the sensory modulation concerning locomotion in sala-
manders (Chevallier et al., 2008). The current hypothesis is that the
level of activation of the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR)
controls the initiation, speed, and mode of locomotion via the
activation of specific groups of reticulospinal (RS) neurons in the
brain stem (Cabelguen et al., 2003; Chevallier et al., 2008). How-
ever, we cannot exclude that the sensory feedback is involved in
the locomotor mode transition. Moreover, all the previous stud-
ies on salamander locomotion have considered only the transition
or switching from trotting to swimming (Ashley-Ross and Bech-
tel, 2004; Ijspeert et al., 2007). For instance, in a modeling and
robotic study, Knuesel et al. (2010) proposed that the proprio-
ceptive feedback signals pulsating along the body and acting like
closed-loop systems, are useful for entraining the axial oscillators
(neural CPG outputs) from a traveling wave pattern (in swim-
ming) to the standing wave pattern that could be seen in trotting.
On the other hand, no previous study has addressed the role of
sensory feedback in transition from walking to trotting. In the case
of mammalian locomotion, several studies have shown that tonic
and phasic sensory feedback inputs play a crucial role in pattern-
ing the activity of spinal locomotor networks and in gait transition
(Ito et al., 1998; Rossignol et al., 2006). For instance, intact, decer-
ebrated, and spinalized cats on a motorized treadmill change the
gait pattern depending on the speed of the treadmill. In this study,
we use a computer simulation of a salamander model to investi-
gate the contribution from the sensory feedback (peripheral) and
the central mechanism (CPGs) in gait generation and in the tran-
sition from walking to trotting. In (Harischandra et al., 2010), as
a proof of concept, we showed how the walking (lateral sequence)
and trotting gaits could be obtained by forcing axial and body
(trunk and tail) muscles to follow a set of coordinated prescribed
activity patterns. However, the pattern generators did not use a
single network of either coupled non-linear oscillators or spiking
neurons to generate both gaits and modes of locomotion.

Researchers have found several kinds of cutaneous recep-
tors distributed over the body and the limbs of the salamander
(reviewed in Chevallier et al., 2008). Bone et al. (1976) found
muscle spindle like receptors in the limb muscles and charac-
terized them as stretch receptors. However, they did not study
sensory modulation in locomotion. There is one study concerning
the sensory interaction of the ongoing locomotion in salamanders.
Cheng et al. (1998), showed that the rhythm of the NMDA-induced
stepping movements of the forelimbs in the in vitro mud-puppy
preparation is increased following transection of the C2 and C3
dorsal roots. This investigation also provides evidence of a phase-
dependent resetting of the ongoing stepping-like rhythm by a
low-intensity stimulation of C2 and C3 dorsal roots. Here, we
pursue this line of thought and investigate possible neural mech-
anisms mediating the sensorimotor interactions in the limb and
body-CPGs.

Especially when testing a hypothesis that includes isolation of
sensory, muscular, or neural mechanisms which is impossible to
do in neurophysiological experiments on real animals, computer
models, and simulations are very useful tools (Harischandra and
Ekeberg, 2008). It has even been argued that proper understanding

of the neural and bio-physical mechanisms that modulate loco-
motion can only be achieved by using physiological experiments
together with computer simulations (Pearson et al., 2006). How-
ever, the accuracy and reliability of such a method depends on
how realistic (inclusion of all relevant features) the model is and
to some extent the accuracy of the numerical computations. Not
only neural activities in spinal centers that regulate locomotion
but also the bio-mechanics of the body (kinematics) and its inter-
actions with the environment play a major role in locomotion. In
the recent past, computer simulations have been used to inves-
tigate different aspects of locomotion in salamanders, including
aquatic and terrestrial gaits, transition from swimming to stepping,
spinal central pattern generators, and visual tracking (Ijspeert and
Arbib, 2000; Bem et al., 2003; Ijspeert et al., 2005, 2007; Knue-
sel et al., 2010). For this study, we use a physiologically realistic,
three-dimensional (3D) computer model of an animal that incor-
porates a full neuro-musculo-skeletal-control (NMSC) system for
locomotion. This is an extension of the 3D musculo-mechanical
model introduced in Harischandra et al. (2010).

The basic rhythmic pattern for locomotion and the synergis-
tic activity of limb and/or body muscles are produced by central
pattern generators located in the spinal cord (Brown, 1911; Grill-
ner, 1981) where the sensory motor interactions are taking place
(Grillner and Zangger, 1975; Rossignol et al., 2006). The central
nervous system of the salamander has many similarities to that
of the lamprey (Fetcho, 1987). There is a large number of neu-
rophysiological (Chevallier et al., 2008; Ryczko et al., 2010b) and
modeling (Ijspeert et al., 1998, 2007; Bem et al., 2003) studies that
shows the generation of motor pattern activity for the axial mus-
cles distributed along the spinal cord as in the lamprey (Williams
et al., 1989; Ekeberg and Grillner, 1999; Stefanini et al., 2006).
However, the salamander has some additional complexity due to
its four limbs which are controlled by interconnected limb-CPGs
(Delvolve et al., 1997; Cheng et al., 1998; Ijspeert et al., 2007). The
stretch receptors, also referred to as edge cells, are located along
the lateral margin of the spinal cord in lampreys (Grillner et al.,
1984). Additionally, intraspinal neurons with a morphology sim-
ilar to that of the lamprey edge cells have been evidenced in the
salamander spinal cord (Schroeder and Egar, 1990). For this inves-
tigation, we simplified an existing large scale spinal CPG model of
a lamprey described in Kozlov et al. (2009) and it is used as the
body-CPG for the salamander model.

The central pattern generator network model uses biologi-
cally plausible yet simple spiking neurons which include calcium
dynamics. The CPG model is equipped with proprioceptive sen-
sory inputs which are believed to exist in the limb and axial muscles
of the salamander. Their functional role is explained in detail in
the next section. We address the question of the importance of sen-
sory feedback in generating the lateral sequence walking gait and
the transition from lateral sequence walking to walking trot. In the
last section, the results obtained from the simulation experiments
are discussed and compared with known neurophysiological
mechanisms related to salamander locomotion.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
All the experiments were carried out with a three-dimensional,
forward dynamics, computer simulation model of a salamander
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which incorporates a neuronal network (CPG), made up of inte-
grate and fire (IF) neurons with adaptation, to drive the trunk, tail,
and limb muscles. The neuro-musculo-skeletal (NMS) model was
supplemented with proprioceptive sensory feedback via stretch
receptor like neurons residing along the body and angle detec-
tors for hip and scapula joints. The 3D mechanical model was
developed previously and the skeletal and muscular parameters
can be found in Harischandra et al. (2010). The simulator was
programmed using the Python language and the neural simula-
tions were done by using the simulation software NEST, available
at www.nest-initiative.org (Gewaltig and Diesmann, 2007). Rigid
body dynamics were simulated using python wrappers of the
open source library open dynamics engine (ODE), available at
www.ode.org

2.1. CENTRAL PATTERN GENERATORS
The activation level of each leg and body (trunk and tail) muscle
is controlled by a simulated neuronal network which resembles
the biological counterpart, the central pattern generator. The total
network is composed of one body-CPG network and four limb-
CPG sub-networks mutually coupled via inhibitory and excitatory
synaptic connections (see the Sections 1 and 2).

The body-CPG which spans from the head to the tail consists
of 800 neurons (total 500E and 300I ) in each modeled hemi-
cord and can be considered as 40 segmental oscillatory networks
(see Figure 1A) that are locally coupled with short range excita-
tory (E) and inhibitory (I ) synapses. This network is based on
the large scale model of the lamprey central pattern generator
described in Kozlov et al. (2009) and is a simplified, small scale
version which does not include the effects of neuro-modulators
and the cellular details of the neurons. Salamanders swim with a
lamprey-like undulatory pattern (anguilliform swimming) with
the limbs held back to the body (Frolich and Biewener, 1992;
Delvolve et al., 1997). Although, there are some significant differ-
ences in the cellular mechanism that underlie segmental bursting
(Ryczko et al., 2010a), for simplicity, we use the same basic struc-
ture of the lamprey spinal locomotor network for generating axial
motor patterns for the salamander (Cangiano and Grillner, 2005;
Ryczko et al., 2010b). The only difference is that the salamanders
have 40 anatomical segments instead of 100 segments of the lam-
prey. Both E and I neurons project to several segments along the
spinal cord in both directions while caudally directed projections
dominate. A motor neuron pool (M ) on each side of the spinal
cord receives projections from the ipsilateral E neurons and the
contralateral I neurons which belong to nearby segments (see the
Appendix). The M neuron activates one of 14 simulated muscles

(ipsilateral) that causes bending around one of the body-joints of
the model. Note that, for the sake of simplicity, there are only 14
joints in the model, combining 15 mechanical elements represent-
ing the salamander trunk and tail (see Harischandra et al., 2010
for more details of the musculo-mechanical model).

The salamander has four limbs and can control the movement
in each leg separately. For instance, during underwater stepping,
interlimb coordination patterns can be very flexible (Ashley-Ross
et al., 2009; Cabelguen et al., 2010). Independent oscillatory centers
for mud-puppy forelimb extensor and flexor motoneuron pools
have been identified (Grillner, 1981; Cheng et al., 1998). To date,
few data are available concerning the organization of the CPG con-
trolling the leg movements in the salamander (Chevallier et al.,
2008). In this study, each limb is regarded as being controlled
by an independent limb-CPG. In the model, each limb-CPG
consists of three unit CPGs which generate activation patterns
for abductor/adductor, protractor/retractor, and knee or shoul-
der extensor/flexor muscles (for details of the bio-mechanics, see
Harischandra et al., 2010) in a coordinated manner with the help of
mutual couplings among them (see Figure 2). The different limb-
CPGs can be coupled to obtain complex locomotor patterns (see
Section 1). Furthermore, the two main phases of the leg movement,
stance, and swing, are usually unequal in duration. Similarly flexor
and extensor bursts in both limb muscles are also unequal in dura-
tion (Orlovsky et al., 1999). In order to replicate the asymmetry in
flexion-extension duration in the unit limb-CPGs in the model, E
neurons on the flexion side are given tonic excitation (intrinsic)
whereas the E neurons on the extension side get excited with the
synaptic drive (see Figure 1B). With this asymmetrical connectiv-
ity, a unit limb-CPG model is capable of producing motor neuron
activity patterns with different duty ratios, especially long lasting
activation in retractor or flexor muscles, which matches what is
happening during walking. For more details of the network model
and the parameters, refer to the Section “Appendix” where some
of the network parameters are given and briefly described.

2.1.1. Connectivity within and among limb-CPGs
In the locomotor model, each limb is designed to have three
degrees of freedom (DOF), two at the hip/scapula and one at
the knee/shoulder. Rotation around each joint is controlled by
three pairs of extensor/flexor muscles; Protractor (Pro) and Retrac-
tor (Ret ), Abductor (Ab) and Adductor (Ad), and Knee/shoulder
Extensor (KE) and Knee/shoulder Flexor (KF). Note that the limb
musculature is a simplified version as it does not include the muscle
action over several joints and the complex pattern, double burst-
ing activity, which is often present in most of the muscles during

FIGURE 1 | (A) Hypothetical segmental oscillatory network residing along the
spinal cord of the salamander model. All neuron symbols denote populations
rather than single cells. The excitatory interneurons (E ) excite all types of
spinal neurons, i.e., the motoneurons (M ) and the inhibitory interneurons (I)
which inhibit all neuron types on the contralateral side and project ipsilaterally.

(B) Organization of the synaptic connections in the unit limb oscillatory
network. The E neurons in one side (flexion or retraction side) receive tonic
excitation whereas the E neurons in the other side (extension or protraction)
do not. In both networks (A,B), all the neuron pools receive a descending
drive which modulates the total activity level in each pool.
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stepping in salamanders (Ashley-Ross, 1995; Delvolve et al., 1997).
The activity of each muscle pair (agonist and antagonist) is con-
trolled by a single unit limb-CPG. As shown in the Figure 2, the E
neuron pool of the unit CPG that controls the protractor muscle is

FIGURE 2 |The system of interacting unit CPGs in a limb-CPG network.

The four limb-CPGs are turned on by the descending drive from the MLR
(Grillner et al., 2008). Within each limb-CPG, there are three paired
subdivisions (unit CPGs, see Figure 1B) controlling the muscle synergies at
the hip and knee joints; more precisely Abductor (Ab), Adductor (Ad ),
Protractor (Pro), Retractor (Ret ), Knee/shoulder Extensor (KE ) and
Knee/shoulder Flexor (KF ). Only the Protractor neuron pools are involved in
intra- (black) and inter (black dash lines) limb-CPG coupling (see the
Section 1). RF, LF, RH, and LH represent right front, left front, right hind, and
left hind limb-CPGs respectively.

coupled to both E and I neuron pools of the other two unit CPGs
of the same limb-CPG (only to sub units controlling Ab and KE
muscles) via excitatory synaptic connections.

The coordination between the limb-CPGs is important in gen-
erating different gaits, for instance, walking and trotting. The two
fore limb-CPGs as well as the two hind limb-CPGs are mutu-
ally coupled with both excitatory and inhibitory pathways across
the mid line (see Figures 2 and 3A). The excitatory projec-
tions are such that the E neuron pool of one side excites the
I neuron pool of the other side. The fore and hind limb-CPGs
are connected ipsilaterally via inhibitory couplings. There are
no diagonal connections modeled in this investigation. More-
over, only the neuron pools which belong to unit CPGs that
activate protractor muscles are involved in mutual coupling (see
Figure 2). By changing the synaptic strength of each connection
among the limb-CPGs, it is possible to generate different coordi-
nation between the four limbs. Additionally, with proper weight
and delay parameters for the excitatory synapses between unit
CPGs, the network produces the activity patterns for Ab and Ad
slightly leading but proportional to that of Pro and Ret. Hence
the limb is lifted before the protraction begins and that makes
the swing much easier and smooth. It also helps the limb to
settle on the ground before retraction begins (see Appendix for
parameters).

2.1.2. Connectivity between body- and limb-CPGs
The salamander uses the curvature of its body (trunk and tail)
to increase its stride length but this requires proper coordination

FIGURE 3 | (A) Shows the configuration of the CPG network model. The total
network consists of a body-CPG and limb-CPGs interconnected via synapses.
The body-CPG is composed of 40 hypothetical segmental unit CPGs
connected via excitatory and inhibitory synapses (see Figure 1) and provide
the motoneuronal output for 14 paired muscles which generate the torques of
the joints along the spine (blue disks). Connections are not only to nearest

neighbors but can also be several segments long (see the Appendix). The
limb-CPGs are interconnected ipsilaterally and contralaterally (see Figure 2).
Front limb-CPGs are coupled bidirectionally to the body-CPG between girdles
and the hind limb-CPGs are connected to the body-CPG along the tail. The
CPG receives driving signals from the MLR region in the brain stem. (B) Top
view of the 3D neuro-musculo-skeletal (NMS) model of the salamander.
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between the trunk and the limbs (Daan and Belterman, 1968; Rit-
ter, 1992; Ashley-Ross, 1994a; Ashley-Ross et al., 2009). Therefore
the coordination between the body and the limb-CPGs is crucial in
generating efficient gaits for terrestrial locomotion. In a previous
study based on non-linear oscillator models, different types of pos-
sible CPG configurations (connectivity) have been tested (Ijspeert
et al., 2005) and for the current investigation we adopted one of
the successful configurations with slight modifications which will
be described next.

As illustrated in Figure 3A, there are connections from each
limb-CPG to the corresponding side (either left or right) of
the body-CPG. Note that the forelimb-CPGs are coupled to
the segmental oscillator networks residing between the two gir-
dles whereas the hind limb-CPGs are connected with excitatory
synapses to the caudal part of the body-CPG, i.e., from the rear
girdle to the tail end. In this CPG model, there are local connec-
tions from the body-CPG to the limb-CPGs (not shown in the
Figure). The excitatory neuron pools belonging to three to four
segmental CPGs around both front and rear girdles in one side
(left of right), project to the excitatory (E) neuron pools of the
unit CPG that (see Figure 1A) controls the protractor muscle of
the contralateral limb.

2.2. DESCENDING DRIVE
In the real salamander, the body- and the limb-CPGs can be selec-
tively activated through tonic input corresponding to descending
projections from the brain stem (Cabelguen et al., 2003). For
instance, swimming is possible when the body-CPG is activated
while the limb-CPG is non-oscillating and tonically active. In the
model, four rostral segmental oscillators of the body-CPG are get-
ting extra drive by another descending input which can control
the phase lag between the segments (the higher the extra drive the
higher the phase lag) and hence the neural traveling wave along
the spinal cord. Furthermore, there are two descending paths; left
and right (see Figure 3A) and by increasing the activity on one
side, the model can bend and turn. In terrestrial locomotion, an
increment in the drive signal will increase the speed of locomotion
and it, together with the sensory feedback, initiates the transition
from walking to trotting. This will be discussed further later in the
article.

2.3. SENSORY FEEDBACK
In the model, simulated stretch receptors (altogether 28 residing
in the spinal cord on both sides of each axial joint), placed along
the trunk and tail, have synaptic connections like in the lamprey
model (Grillner et al., 2008; Kozlov et al., 2009) and they modulate
the activity in the axial muscles. The stretch receptor activation,
which is the amount of current injection (is) to the receptor neu-
ron (integrate and fire model), is modeled to be proportional to
the local curvature of the body. There is no delay involved in sig-
nal transduction. The calculations of the is current is based on the
equation given below.

is =
{

k1 · �φ : �φ > 0

0 : �φ ≤ 0
(1)

where k1 is the proportional constant and �φ is the angle of
deviation of the model’s body axis from the neutral posture at
the corresponding body joint. A lower limit of zero activation
is included so that no activity is produced on the contracted
side. Fourteen receptor neurons are distributed approximately at
equal distance along each side and their axons extend about 1 seg-
ment in both directions (rostrally and caudally) and have synaptic
connections on E, I, and M neuron pools of those body-CPG seg-
ments. These synaptic connections are excitatory (synaptic weight:
1.0 pS and delay: 1.0 ms) on the ipsilateral and inhibitory (synaptic
weight: −1.5 pS and delay: 1.5 ms) on the contralateral side as in
the lamprey spinal CPG (Kozlov et al., 2009). The synaptic delay
is modeled according to the average distance of the synaptic cou-
pling. Furthermore, the two stretch receptors (on one side) local
to the each girdle region have excitatory (synaptic weight: 1.0 pS
and synaptic delay: 1.0 ms) projections to the E neuron pool of
the ipsilateral unit limb-CPG that controls the protractor muscle,
helping initiation of forward limb movement (swing).

A second set of sensory inputs included in the model are the
limb stretch receptors functioning as hip or scapula angle detec-
tors. These receptor neurons will increase firing rate when a limb
is extended more toward the caudal direction (toward the tail in
the horizontal plane), i.e., at the later part of the stance phase. The
following equation is used to calculate the required current (ia) to
be injected to the receptor neuron (integrate and fire model) via
a dc generator in the nest simulation environment (Gewaltig and
Diesmann, 2007).

ia = k2

1 + e−2�θ
(2)

where k2 is the proportionality constant and �θ is the hip or
scapula angle measured in the horizontal plane from an axis per-
pendicular to the axis along the body. It is positive and increasing
in the direction of the retraction (later stance) and is negative and
decreasing while protracting. The receptor neuron will increase its
firing when it is more depolarized. These receptor neurons have
excitatory (synaptic weight: 10.0 pS and synaptic delay: 1.0 ms)
feedback projections to the E neuron pools of the unit CPGs that
excite abductor and protractor muscles of the same limb and hence
are initiating and facilitating the swing phase.

In a first set of experiments, we used the 3D NMS model
(Figure 3B) to investigate its ability to generate walking and
trotting gaits without the influence of sensory feedback, that is,
only with the CPG. For this, in each experiment, the connectivity
strength (level of inhibition) between contralateral and ipsilat-
eral limb-CPGs was changed from none or weak to strong,
and the temporal activity patterns that drive the protractor and
retractor muscles in the four limbs were observed. Note that at
the level of strong, one limb-CPG could inhibit another limb-
CPG such that the corresponding protractor activities were in 180˚
phase shift apart, whereas at the level of none (synaptic weight of
0.0), they were completely decoupled. The weak was set to 50%
of the strong and the corresponding synaptic weight values are
−1.5 and −3.0 respectively (for a comparison with other synapses
see the Table A2 in Appendix). We kept the level of excitation
between the contralateral limb-CPGs intact as the effect of those
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connections is to affect the response time, and to a lesser extent on
the final phase difference between the contralateral Limb-CPGs
(see Section 1). Next, sensory modulation (see above section) was
incorporated into the model and the same experiment was car-
ried out with a selected connectivity strength configuration for
the limb-CPG coupling.

3. RESULTS
First, the locomotor model was driven only with the CPG without
sensory feedback. Different strengths for the inhibitory connec-
tions among the four limb-CPGs were systematically analyzed and
the resulting activity patterns for the two major limb muscles are
shown in the Figure 4. Each sub-figure depicts the motor out-
put pattern from one experiment where the contralateral (↔)
and ipsilateral (�) inhibition was set to one of the following

strengths: none, weak, or strong. A coordinated activity pattern
for the trotting gait, where diagonal limbs are in simultaneous
swing, was obtained with the <↔Strong�Strong> connectiv-
ity (see Figure 4C). Note that the protractor and the retrac-
tor muscle activities were not symmetrical. This is due to the
fact that the intrinsic properties of the unit limb-CPGs are set
such that they have asymmetry in the activity of the extensor
and the flexor halves (see Section 1 and Figure 1B). Therefore,
the trotting gait can be obtained without the sensory feedback
with the current configuration of the central pattern genera-
tor network (see Figure 3A). On the other hand, none of the
combinations was able to produce the muscle activity patterns
compatible with the walking gait (see subfigures in Figure 4 and
compare those with the walking activity patterns shown in the
Figure 5).

FIGURE 4 | Activity patterns for the protractor (in red) and the

retractor (in blue dash) muscles in each limb, when the contralateral

(↔) and the ipsilateral (�) inhibition was set to different strengths

(A–F) and with no sensory feedback. Note that, in each case, the
excitation from limb to body-CPG and body to limb-CPG was at weak
level.
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FIGURE 5 | Driving signals for the limb muscles, the protractor (red)

and the retractor (blue dash), and the spike plots of neurons within

each unit limb-CPG for the walking and trotting gaits. PR, PL, AR, and
AL represent posterior right, posterior left, anterior right and anterior left
limbs. Furthermore, Pro-E and Pro-I corresponds to an E neuron and an I
neuron of the protraction side of the unit limb-CPG respectively. Similarly,

ret -E and retextendashI represent an E and an I neuron of the retraction
side. Note that the similar firing could be seen in the other neurons of
each neuron pool. Recp corresponds to the receptor neuron which detects
the hip or scapula angle in each limb. Note the delay between the activity
in the inter-neuron pools and the corresponding driving signals or motor
output.

After incorporating the sensory feedback to the CPG network,
the muscle activity patterns to generate the walking gait was
obtained (see Figure 5). Several simulation trials were carried out
with different connectivity strengths for contralateral and ipsilat-
eral inhibition among the limb-CPGs as in the above mentioned
experiments. We found that the <↔Strong�Weak> connec-
tivity was best for obtaining the walking gait with the sensory
modulation. Additionally the excitation of the local projections
from the body-CPG near the girdle areas to the limb-CPGs has
to be stronger than the connections from the limb-CPGs to the
body-CPG (see Section 2 and the Appendix).

With tuned network parameters, the spiking neuronal model
of the CPG network, together with the sensory feedback, pro-
duce the coordinated activity patterns for the limb musculature
(see Figure 5) and for the axial muscles along the trunk and tail.
These temporal activation levels were similar to the activity pat-
terns shown in early modeling studies with non-linear coupled
oscillator networks (for the trotting gait, see Ijspeert, 2001; Ijspeert
et al., 2005) or more abstract time driven, hard wired muscle con-
traction patterns (for the walking gait, see Harischandra et al.,
2010).

When the descending drive (see Figure 3A), which corresponds
to the amount of activation in the mesencephalic locomotor region

(MLR) in the brain stem, is at a low level, neurons in both body-
and limb-CPGs and receptor neurons in the limbs were less active
(see “Recp” neuron firing activity in Figure 5) and the salamander
adopted the slow walking gait for stepping. An increase in drive
causes an increase in the frequency of oscillations in both segmen-
tal oscillators along the spine and in unit CPGs controlling the four
limbs. Furthermore, the sensitivity (depolarization) of the sensory
neurons that detect rotation in hip or scapula joints in the caudal
direction also increases (see Recp activity in Figure 5 for trotting).
This in turn activates a positive feedback mechanism through the
sensory inputs in this area to the protractor and abductor muscles
in each limb. This neural mechanism will be discussed in the next
section.

In order to test the model’s capability for gait transition,
we simulated the transition by changing the descending drive
(25%). However, as mentioned above the change in drive will
affect the sensitivity (25% change) of the receptor neurons that
detect rotation in hip or scapula joints. Additionally, connec-
tion strengths among the limb-CPGs have to be changed from
<↔Strong�Weak> to <↔Strong�Strong> when switching
from walking to trotting or vice versa. This was achieved by chang-
ing the synaptic weight parameter of the ipsilateral connections
between limb-CPGs at a certain time point while the simulation
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was running. Even though the changes made were abrupt which
could be seen in the activity patterns of the limb muscles (not
shown), the gait transition was smooth. This could be due to the
mechanical coupling and the sensory motor interactions. In this
experiment we could not exclude the sensory modulation as it is
necessary to generate the walking gait. Figures 6C,D show the gait
diagrams of the transition from walking to trotting and vice versa
respectively.

The locomotor model was able to mimic the two stepping gaits
on ground by activating the limbs in proper coordination not
only with each other but also with the body, i.e., the trunk and
tail. The phase relationship among the four limbs of the neuro-
mechanically simulated salamander is shown in Figure 6. Both
gaits showed a shorter swing phase and a longer stance phase for
all the legs. However, swing duration seems to be less affected
when switching from walking to trotting. Hence, during trot-
ting, the speed of locomotion increases by reducing the stance
duration. This is clearly seen in the Figures 6A,B as the total num-
ber of completed steps over the 2.1 s timespan increases from 3
to approximately 4.5 when the model uses walking or trotting
respectively.

4. DISCUSSION
The salamander is an amphibian which is capable of both ter-
restrial stepping and swimming. On ground, it mainly uses two
gaits; walking and trotting depending on the speed of locomo-
tion (Edwards, 1977; Ashley-Ross, 1994a,b) and they differ in their
patterns of activation of epaxial and limb muscles. However, the

same spinal neuronal network of CPGs together with the limb-
CPGs are presumably responsible for generating the patterns of
activation in a coordinated manner (Delvolve et al., 1997; Bem
et al., 2003; Ijspeert et al., 2007). The limbs are coordinated with
the body such that the ipsilateral limb is protracted during con-
tralateral trunk (near the girdle) contractions. In this study, we
have explored to what extent the same neuronal network is capa-
ble of producing the two gaits with or without the help of sensory
feedback (both axial and limb) and with different combinations
of interlimb neural connections. Thus we can compare the con-
tribution of central vs. peripheral influences on the generation of
two gaits. The same CPG network was able to generate the anguil-
liform swimming in water by simply reducing the activation of
the limb-CPGs and by having a traveling wave of activity along
the body-CPGs. We will not discuss swimming capabilities of the
model as it is out of the scope of this article.

The foot fall patterns of both gaits showed a clear match to bio-
logical data. The gait diagrams in the Figures 6A,B are comparable
with the walking and trotting gait patterns of a recent kinematic
study on California newts (Ashley-Ross et al., 2009). Furthermore,
a qualitative match for the gaits in the simulation could be seen in
videos of the real salamander.

Although some studies have suggested that the salamander’s
body and the limbs are equipped with mechanoreceptors such as
stretch receptors (Bone et al., 1976; Schroeder and Egar, 1990),
their role in locomotion or gait transition has not been thor-
oughly investigated (reviewed in Chevallier et al., 2008). In this
investigation, we have hypothesized that the stretch receptors in

FIGURE 6 | Gait diagrams for the terrestrial locomotion of the

salamander model. (A,B) Figures cover a time span of 2.1 s whereas the
(C,D) cover a time span of 5.4 s. Bars indicate the periods during which the
foot is on the ground. (A) This shows the diagram for the walking gait. Most
of the time, three legs touch the ground (Ashley-Ross et al., 2009). (B) This

shows the quick steps of the trotting gait (Hildebrand, 1976; Ashley-Ross and
Bechtel, 2004; Ashley-Ross et al., 2009). (C) This shows the gait pattern
during the transition from walking to trotting. (D) Transition from trotting to
walking. Vertical dash lines show the onset of parameter change. LH, left hind
foot; LF, left front foot; RF, right front foot; and RH, right hind foot.
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the limb muscles at the hip or scapula area have a functional role of
detecting the extension of the limb in the horizontal plane toward
the caudal direction at the later part of the stance phase. This sen-
sory signal was coupled to the neuronal network in a way that helps
in initiating the swing phase (see Section 3). At present, there is
no concrete neurophysiological evidence for the existence of these
types of sensory feedback projections in the salamander. However,
a similar effect involving this kind of proprioceptors have been
reported in many other locomotor systems, for instance in cats
(Rossignol et al., 2006). For instance, Pearson et al. (2006) showed
that the unloading signal from the ankle extensor muscle and/or
the angle detectors in the hip joint in the hind limb of the cat
initiates the transition from stance to swing phase.

During lateral sequence walking (see Figure 6A), approximately
one limb is in swing phase at all times (Daan and Belterman, 1968;
Frolich and Biewener, 1992; Ashley-Ross et al., 2009). Therefore
the rhythmic activation pattern of the retractor muscle (stance
phase) in each limb should have approximately a duty ratio of 75%
(Harischandra et al., 2010). On the other hand, during trotting,
diagonal limbs are simultaneously in swing phase (see Figure 6B)
and hence the retractor muscles need to be activated with a motor
neuronal output pattern which has approximately a 50% duty
ratio (Ijspeert, 2000, 2001). Thus, any transition from walking
to trotting needs a neural and/or sensory driven mechanism to
change the duty ratio of the activity in the retractor and protrac-
tor muscles. In our neural network model, we have set intrinsic
parameters of the unit limb-CPG such that it will generate an
asymmetric oscillatory motor neuron output, which is required
for the walking gait, when the descending drive is at a low level.
With the configuration as depicted in the Figure 1B, the activity
of the retractor muscle will have a duty ratio of about 75% and
be 180˚ out of phase to that of the protractor muscle (Harischan-
dra et al., 2010). The neural mechanism for this switching can
be explained as follows; A slight increase in the descending drive
causes faster oscillations in the limb-CPGs. This, in turn increases
the stepping frequency which leads to more depolarization of the
stretch receptor neurons located in each limb. Thus an increase in
firing rate of these neurons (See Figure 5) will give a positive feed-
back to the E neurons of the unit CPG that controls the protractor
muscle (see Sections 1 and 3). Higher excitation in the protractor
side will inhibit the E neurons of the retractor side causing them to
stop firing. Due to this feedback mechanism, eventually the motor
output pattern for both sides (protractor and retractor) will be in
symmetry which is suitable for the trotting gait.

When the salamander uses different gaits, proper coordination
between the limbs and the body (trunk and tail) is also important
for smooth forward locomotion. During walking, the sequence
of forward swings in the limbs is as follows; first left front (LF)
then right hind (RH) limb and next right front (RF) and finally
left hind (LH) limb to complete one step cycle. This phase lag
between front and hind limbs has been considered as evidence
for the existence of a possible traveling wave between girdles dur-
ing walking (Harischandra et al., 2010). We have found that the
<↔Strong�Weak> coupling is sufficient for maintaining the
phase lag between front and hind limb-CPGs. In the isolated body-
CPG network (in the model), there is always a neural traveling wave
propagated from head to tail. However, depending on the strength

of the synaptic connections from the limb-CPGs to the body-
CPG, this neural traveling wave in the body-CPG can get altered.
In order to obtain the necessary activity patterns for each limb
musculature for walking, the strength of the connections from the
body-CPG (local to the girdle areas) to the limb-CPGs was set to
a higher value than that in the reverse direction (see Section 2).
However, this is in contrast with previous investigations (Ijspeert
et al., 2005, 2007), where they hypothesize that the connections
from limb-CPGs to body segments are stronger than other con-
nections. This stronger connections are indeed useful for imposing
slower rhythms in body-CPG and to impose the S-shaped stand-
ing waves which could be seen during trotting. It should be noted
that, in the current model there are only local projections from the
body-CPG to the limb-CPGs while there are global connections
in the reverse direction. Therefore, a higher activity in limb-CPGs
can still impose the standing wave during trotting. Next we cou-
pled the stretch receptor like neurons residing in the trunk close
to the girdle areas to the limb-CPGs in the same way that the body
segmental CPGs in the same area connect to the limb-CPGs. With
this sensory feedback, the kinematic wave takes part in coordinat-
ing the activity patterns for muscles in each limb and the walking
gait became possible.

Obtaining the trotting gait with the locomotor model and
the neuronal CPG network was reasonably easy and less com-
plex compared to the walking gait. The major difference in the
connection strengths within the CPG network compared to that
during walking, is the symmetry in ipsilateral and contralateral
inhibition (<↔Strong�Strong>) between the limb-CPGs. Fur-
thermore, strong excitation from limb-CPGs (due to the increased
activity) to body-CPGs causes the existing intrinsic traveling wave
along the body segmental CPGs to diminish and instead a standing
neural wave emerges. In fact, this has been verified in previous two
dimensional simulation studies where the CPG is modeled using
non-linear oscillator networks (Ijspeert et al., 2005, 2007) or leaky
integrate and fire neuronal networks (Ijspeert, 2000). It should be
mentioned that the trotting gait could even be obtained with the
same CPG network with proper connectivity (i.e., if the intrin-
sic oscillations of the unit limb-CPGs are symmetric) without the
sensory modulation introduced in this investigation (not shown).
However, the present model was equipped with the sensory feed-
back in order to obtain the symmetric activity for protraction and
retraction. On the other hand the sensory feedback plays a signif-
icant role in generating the walking gait and hence the transition
from walking to trotting. Therefore, the trotting is more under
central influence than the walking gait. For the gait transition,
as mentioned previously the most important sensory feedback is
coming from the limb receptors that detect hip or scapula retrac-
tion. The sensitivity (firing capability) of these neurons has an
effect on the duration of the gait transition (see Figures 6C,D). For
instance, with reduced sensitivity of those receptor neurons, the
transition involves several step cycles (not shown). On the other
hand, we cannot exclude the importance of the stretch receptors
that couple the body kinematics to the limb-CPGs (see Section 3)
for imposing either traveling or standing waves depending on the
gait (Knuesel and Ijspeert, 2011). However, we are lacking exper-
imental data from real animals regarding the role of the sensory
feedback mechanisms that we modeled in this study. We note that
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more neurophysiological experiments are required to identify the
precise type of mechanoreceptors in the salamander and the neural
mechanisms mediating the sensory modulation.

Even in more complex mammalian locomotion, it has been
suggested that each limb is being controlled by an independent
limb-CPG and that they can be coupled in different ways such
that walking, trotting, and galloping is possible (Ito et al., 1998;
Grillner, 2006; Grillner et al., 2008). Furthermore, the two main
phases of the locomotion can have different durations. That is, the
flexor burst remains largely constant, whereas the extensor burst
can vary significantly in duration between a slow walk and fast
running (Orlovsky et al., 1999). As shown in Figure 6, a simi-
lar phenomenon can be seen in the salamander locomotor model
when switching from slow walking to fast trotting. Note that here,
the intrinsic properties of a unit limb-CPG controlling a pro-
tractor muscle were set such that it will generate an activity of
almost constant duration. However, the reduction in duration of
the activity of the retractor muscle (hence the stance duration) was
a result of both the sensory modulation and the increased descend-
ing drive. Although the retractor muscle has an activity duration
of around 50–55% during trotting (see Figure 5), the actual stance
duration was around 60%, as shown in the Figure 6B. Similarly
deviations in Pro and Ret activity and the actual swing and stance
phase duration could be seen during walking too. One reason for
this difference could be delays involved in muscular and skeletal
dynamics of the model. Nevertheless, the neuro-musculo-skeletal
model of the salamander successfully mimics the two stepping
gaits, walking and trotting on level ground.

Recently, Aoi et al. (2011) showed that a simple quadruped
locomotor model with an erect posture can produce various gait
patterns through dynamic interactions among the body mechani-
cal system, the oscillator network (CPG) and the environment. In
their model, the locomotor phase and the rhythm is modulated by

phase resetting in response to tactile sensory information coming
from the feet. In addition to the stepping speed, they found that the
stiffness of the waist joint plays a significant role in gait generation
and transition. However, the mechanisms for dynamic changes of
the waist joint stiffness is not shown and it could be either periph-
eral (sensory) or centrally driven. One should be careful when
comparing the above findings with the salamander model since it
uses a sprawling posture and has a long trunk. An important find-
ing of their study is the hysteresis in the gait transition between the
walking and the trotting. A similar phenomenon could be seen in
the gait transition of the salamander model. However, we did not
quantitatively analyze the hysteresis.

In this study, we found that the proprioceptive sensory inputs
are essential in obtaining the lateral sequence walking gait (walk-
ing) and that the gait transition from walking to trotting is facili-
tated by the sensory inputs at the hip and scapula regions detecting
the late stance phase. In the future, the same 3D neuro-musculo-
skeletal model could be used to investigate the role of sensory
modulation especially when stepping on different terrains with
different friction coefficients. Moreover, both real and in silico
experiments on salamander locomotion on up or down slopes
can give more insights into the role of sensory feedback during
gait transitions.
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APPENDIX
NETWORK MODEL PARAMETERS
The synaptic connectivity within the body- and limb-CPG is
shown in Figure 1. Populations of E an I cells were simulated
by using linear leaky IF model with fixed threshold, decaying-
exponential post-synaptic conductance, conductance-based spike-
frequency adaptation, and a conductance-based relative refractory
mechanism (see Muller et al., 2007 for the equations and more
details of the model). The parameter values for the both types of
neuron pools are given in Table A1 and the rest of the parameters
were set to the default values of the corresponding nest neuron
model. Model parameters for the simplified neurons in the body-
CPG were chosen such that they have the same frequency–current
characteristic as in the large scale compartmental model of the
lamprey spinal CPG (Kozlov et al., 2009). Axons extended over
1 segment rostrally and 3 segments caudally for the E neurons
and 2 segments rostrally and 6 segments caudally for I neurons
of each body segment. The synaptic delay for each connection
was set proportional to the average distance between the inter-
connected interneurons. Fourteen motoneurons are distributed
approximately in equal distance along each of the hemicord and
each motor neuron received the same excitatory and inhibitory
input as the E population received in a segment. There is a consid-
erable degree of variability in membrane properties within each
pool of interneurons in the spinal cord, and the corresponding
variability was introduced in each pool of model neurons. A uni-
form distribution with ±20% randomness of the parameter values
was assigned individually with regard to membrane conductance
(g_L) and capacitance (C_m).

COUPLING STRENGTHS
All the synaptic weights, except the strength for the ipsilateral
inhibition between the front and hind limb-CPGs, were kept
constant during each gait. However, we found that the higher
synaptic weight for the connectivity from limb-CPGs to body-
CPG is advantageous for the trotting gait. The weights for the
excitatory and inhibitory connections within a segmental oscil-
latory network of the body-CPG were chosen to match the total
population characteristics of the large scale spinal CPG model for
the lamprey (Kozlov et al., 2009). Corresponding default values for
the limb-CPGs were chosen such that the motor neuronal output
has a duty ratio of about 75%. The parameter values of the cou-
pling strengths and the synaptic delay for both gaits are shown in
Table A2.

Table A1 | Parameter values of the E and I modeled neurons.

Parameter Excitatory Inhibitory

BODY-CPG

q_sfa 7.0 10.0

tau_sfa 275.0 407.0

tau_syn_ex 10.0 10.0

tau_syn_in 17.0 17.0

LIMB-CPG

q_sfa 7.0 10.0

tau_sfa 370.0 407.0

tau_syn_ex 8.0 10.0

tau_syn_in 17.0 17.0

For parameter descriptions see Gewaltig and Diesmann (2007), Muller et al.

(2007) and www.nest-initiative.org. q_sfa, quantal spike-frequency adaptation

conductance increase, is in nanosiemen and all the time constants (tau) are in

millisecond.
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Table A2 | Default connection strength (pS) and delay (ms) parameters for the synaptic couplings.

Parameter Walking Trotting

Weight Delay Weight Delay

L- to L-CPG

Ipsi. Inhi. −1.5 5.0 −3.0 5.0

Cont. Inhi. −3.0 5.0 −3.0 5.0

Cont. Exci. 0.4 2.5 0.4 2.5

L- to B-CPG

Ipsi. Exci. 0.1 5.0 0.5–2.0 5.0

B- to L-CPG

Ipsi. Exci. 0.6 5.0 0.1 5.0

within B-CPG

Cont. Inhi. −1.33 5.0 −1.33 5.0

Ipsi. Exci. 1.03 2.5 1.03 2.5

Unit L-CPG

Cont. Inhi. −5.33 1.0 −5.33 1.0

Ipsi. Exci. 2.40 1.0 2.40 1.0
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